Good Gene - Main manufacturer
One world Clinic - Medical Centre
Dimedi Clinic - Central Lab
Cellgenmedix is the main US distributor of Goodgene,
Inc. A biotech company based in Seoul, Korea with
Korean ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO13485 certification for International Standards Organization (ISO),
manufacture, and export.

Contact Us
Tel : +1-832-468-6985

Manufacturer: Good Gene, Inc

Fax: +1 516 953 3453

Tel : +82-2-2088-0055

Address : 243 Broadway #9188 Newark, NJ 07104

Address : 28 Digital-ro 30-gil #
1111-1112 Guro-gu, Seoul,
Republic of Korea (08389)

Web-site : www.cellgenmedix.com

Company
Profile

Cellgenmedix
We manufacture and sell a number of
molecular testing tools including PCR kits
and DNA microarrays for the detection of
infectious disease, cancer and guiding
genomic information-based tailor-made
treatment of infectious diseases and
cancers.
Their Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) and
Sexually transmitted diseases (STD)
microarrays were one of the first developed in the world.

Good Gene is a South Korean biotechnology company that has
led the Korean genetic testing market as well as the DNA
microarray market.

Patents were
approwed
in USA

GoodGene is a Seoul/South Korea-based biotechnology company with a history of more than 20 years.
HPV DNA microarray-related patents were approved in the GoodGene owns more than 30 patents regarding
USA (Patent No: US 7,670,774-B2). The product produced molecular microbiology and human genetics.
from these patents is the “GG HPV DNA Genoptyping Chip GoodGene owns novel technology in microarray and
Kit” and the results are outstanding. Prior to this patent,
multiplex nucleic acid amplification.
there was no clinically available DNA testing kit that
GoodGene owns a variety of Korean FDA-approved
allowed for detection of HPV. Due to this invention, it is
DNA testing kits.
now possible to detect early, treat and monitor cervical
GoodGene owns Quality Management System
cancer.
Certificates for the ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO
13485 for manufacturing of its products.

GoodGene owns Korean FDA-certification for ISO 13485 certified GMP
manufacture and medical device sales.

Personalized Cancer
therapy

Our
Services

For example, regarding diet and nutrition, we know that omega-3 is good and protects from a lot
of diseases (such as cardiovascular diseases). However, depending on genetic profile of each
people, some people (e.g. with specific genotype of ALOX5 gene) actually show higher risk of
developing cardiovascular diseases if they are given too much omega-3.

Tailor made health care and treatment.
Genetic and genomic profile of each human being is unique. About 0.5% of DNA
sequence of genome of human beings is different from each other. This difference in
genetic sequence (so called “SNP”) decides difference of each people, for example, color
of skin, eye, height, etc. It also decides how each individual reacts to diet, environment
and drug.

Cancer testing
* Mainstay of personalized cancer treatment
* Cancer cells from the tissue specimen from biopsies and surgery
* Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from cancer patients even when the
tumor mass is too small to be visible by radiologic study or
endoscopy.
* ELISA immunoassay and proteomic assay.
* PCR, reverse transcription PCR, real time PCR, methylation specific
PCR followed by sequencing, DNA microarray and bisulfite genomic
sequencing, whole genome sequencing

STD testing including HPV
testing

Some people show decrease of body weight with exercise, but others never lose weight despite
exercise, for whom diet and calorie restriction is mandatory. These examples show that tailor
made diet/ life style/ exercise care depending on genomic test of each individuals is mandatory
to make human beings healthy and live long time.

Variety of molecular microbiology and cancer
genetics products

* Multiplex PCR and multiplex real time PCR have
limitations due to increased cost and factors such as
primer dimers, low amplification efficiency, or
electrophoresis related inaccuracy
* Sequencing provides the most in-depth, unbiased
information, and is able to reveal completely novel
organisms
* Microarrays occupy a middle ground between PCR
and sequencing with respect to cost, processing time,
sensitivity, specificity and ability to detect novel
* GG STD genotyping DNA microarray and GG HPV
genotyping DNA microarray organisms

SNP testing for personalized medicine and quality of
life improvement

GG HPV and STD DNA
chip
GG CTC Analysis
Stem cells and Cosmetics

* Nutrigenomics Gene Test: to prevent disease and to keep your body healthy by researching the
relationship between food intake and genes as data shows that several specific nutrition could effect
gene-modification

GG Pharmacogenomics :
Chemosensitivity Test

* Tailor made esthetics and skin care, hair care
* Erectile function improvement and Improve reaching orgasm (hormone test, stem cell therapy)

Immunotherapy and Cell
Vaccine

HPV DNA chip

The
History

The DNA chips can analyze the 40 types of HPV found in
cervical, diagnose complex infection by at least one type
of HPV, and have excellent diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity on HPV genetic type up to 100% and

Cellgenmedix Corp is a biotech company based in the United States and co-manufacturer and
distributor of Good-gene, Inc, based in Seoul, South Korea which was cGMP certified by Korean FDA
and ISO 13485. Good Gene, InC has been manufacturing and selling a number of molecular testing
tools including PCR kits and DNA microarrays for the detection of infectious disease, cancer and
guiding genomic informa-tion-based tailor-made treatment of infectious diseases and cancers for
~20 years. We have research facilities and hospitals where we can perform state of the art molecular
studies and stem cell therapies and have achieved US and international patents and CE mark for a
variety of our products.
2020.8. GG COVID-19 Quadplex Multiplex PCR KFDA approval
2020.6 GG COVID-19 Quadplex Multiplex PCR USPTO patent approval
2020.5 GG COVID-19 Quadplex Multiplex PCR FDA EUA submission
2018.12 Cell bank continued accreditation
2018.10 One world clinic collaboration with Miami clinics
2017.11 Chinese FDA HPV DNA chip approval and collaboration
2017.10 GG STD chip CAP conference prize award
2015 Cellgenmedix Corp Started for USA distribution
2014 Diamedi Clinic – Korean Clinical Laboratory accreditation program pass
2012 Meditel GOODCELL cell bank start
2011 01 KFDA “GG STD DNA CHIP” certification
2011.12 KFDA “GG HPV DNA microarray” certification
2009 04 AUA 2009 presentation
Medlab laboratory found
MD Anderson HPV DNA chip clinical trial. (collaboration)
Baylor Medicine Bladder cancer DNA chip clinical trial (collaboration)
2008.03 Medplan DNA Chip, PCR Kit, Scanner supply contract
2008.05 Diagnostic kit and Chip’ ISO 13485:2003/AC 2007 certification
2008.06 Biochip and chip scanner patent approval
2007.03 DNA Chip KFDA certification
2007.04 Hamchun hospital laboratory certification
2007.06 Korean genetic

reproducibility. Also, the DAN chips are superior to
conventional analytic method, and very economical, since
they can analyze numerous specimens in shortest time.
Accordingly, the DNA chips are useful for predicting
cervical cancer and precancerous lesion.

2006. 01 MOU with Innocell(Cellular Therapy Company)
2006. 04 Strategic Alliance with Shinwon Medical Institute
2006. 04 Strategic Alliance with Lotte Card Co., Ltd.
06. 08 Sales Commitment with Samsung Techwin(PCR Instrument & DNA chip)
2006. 10 Contract with Medcrane Company in Beijing (Sales Commitment & Technology
Royalty)
2005. 02 Registered as a Gene Inspection Institute at Ministry of Health and Welfare, Korea
2005. 05 Certificate of ISO /KSA 14001
2005. 10 Awarded for Excellent Technology in 13th NEW TECH KOREA (by Korea Ministry of
Commerce, Industry & Energy)
2005. 10 Awarded for Grand Prize in 2005 Digital Innovation Award
2005. 10 Awarded for Grand Prize in Management Innovation Award in the field of Cancer
Gene Diagnosis
2004. 04 Technology Alliance with HamChoon Womens Clinic
2004. 08 Strategic Alliance with PMC JAPAN for Cancer, Prostatitis and Venereal diagnosis
2004. 10 Certificate of ISO 9001:2000 / KSA 9001:2001
2003. 02 Initiate Diagnosis and Storage Business of Cord Blood
2003. 03 Initiate Diagnosis of Prostate Cancer and Venereal disease
2003. 10 Awarded for Bronze Medal in 11th NEW TECH KOREA (by Korea Ministry of Commerce,
Industry & Energy)
2002. 01 Strategic Alliance with KBL, Co. and Initiate Cancer Diagnosis Business in Kyonggi and
Seoul Territory
2002. 03 Patent pending, Multiplex Oliogo DNA Chip for Examination of Methylation
2002. 12 Contract with C.S.L for marketing to Diagnose of Womens Cancer and Storage Service
for Core Blood Storage
2001. 03 Strategic Alliance and Contract as a Sales Agent (Exclusivity in Asia Territory) with
ASPER, Co. (Estonia)
2000. 04 Establishment of Goodgene Corporation
2000. 08 Development of Tumor Suppressor Gene for Gene Therapy
2000. 08 Development of Cancer Diagnostic kit (DNA Chip/PCR)
1999. 07 Establishment of Pyong-Ya Biotechnology Research Center

